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City of LaGrange Animal Shelter Partnership with Puppy 
Pipeline Extends to Canada 

 
LaGrange, Ga. January 30, 2020- LaGrange Animal Services in 
partnership with Puppy Pipeline is extending into Canada. 

 
Puppy Pipeline pick up in LaGrange, December 2018 
 
The first trip to Canada will be tonight, Thursday January 30th at 6:00 
p.m. The Toronto Humane Society will accept nine adult dogs from 
LaGrange.  
 
“By partnering with Toronto Humane it is going to allow us to move 
more adult dogs out verses puppies.” said Bussey. “We can only send 



dogs that are 6 months and older due to the Canadian requirements for 
animals to enter into Canada.” 
 
The Puppy Pipeline of Georgia Rescue is a 501©3 non-profit 
organization that transports puppies, kittens, dogs and cats to the 
Northeast and Upper Midwest to no-kill shelters that will find them 
loving forever homes.  
 
In the South, there is a low demand, high supply for animals and in the 
Northeast and upper Midwest there is a high demand, low supply. The 
animals sent on the Puppy Pipeline usually spend less than a week on 
the adoption floor before they find their forever home. 
 
Animal shelter representatives are believe adding Toronto as a 
destination will provide even more opportunities to help support 
efforts to become a no-kill shelter.  
 
The City of LaGrange Animal Services is proud to be a partner of the 
Puppy Pipeline since its inception in 2007.  
 
Since 2007, Puppy Pipeline has placed more than 1,000 dogs and cats 
into loving homes. 
 
The media is welcome to film the Puppy Pipeline pickup *TONIGHT* 
Thursday, January 30th at 6:00 p.m. 
 
The LaGrange Animal Services building is at 1390 Orchard Hill Road in 
LaGrange. You can also reach them at (706) 298-3606 or via Facebook 
at www.facebook.com/CityOfLaGrangeAnimalShelter/ 
 
Media Contact: LaGrange Animal Services Supervisor Chris Bussey, 
(706) 298-3606 or cbussey@lagrangega.org 
 

http://www.facebook.com/CityOfLaGrangeAnimalShelter/


To keep up with the latest news involving the City of LaGrange, go to 
www.lagrangega.org or follow us on Facebook at 
facebook.com/lagrangegagov, Twitter at @lagrangegagov, & Instagram 
at instagram.com/cityoflagrangega  
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